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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT     
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x 
G.B., a minor child, by and through   : 
his guardian T.B., et al.,    : 
       : 
    Plaintiffs,  : 09 Civ. 10582(PAC)(FM) 
              :  
                       - against - :       
  : ORDER                  
GLADYS CARRIÓN, et al., : 
  : 
 Defendants. :     
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x 
HONORABLE PAUL A. CROTTY, United States District Judge: 

 On October 19, 2011, Plaintiffs N.P., B.B., and L.B. (the “PI Plaintiffs”) sought a 

preliminary injunction against Defendant Gladys Carrión, Commissioner of the New York State 

Office of Children and Family Services, (“OCFS”), to enjoin (1) the use of physical restraint 

against youth in OCFS facilities unless certain nonphysical behavior management techniques had 

been tried and failed; (2) the use of prone restraints under any circumstances1; and (3) to direct 

that Plaintiffs’ counsel (a) be immediately notified when a youth has been restrained in an OCFS 

facility, and (b) be given access to records relating to such restraints.   

After discovery, which was far more contentious than it should have been, the Court 

conducted a two-day evidentiary hearing on December 15 and 16, 2011.  Each of the PI Plaintiffs 

testified, as did two other youths who were also subjected to physical restraints at an OCF 

facility.  The Court received in evidence the declaration of Plaintiffs’ expert on physical 

restraints, Paul DeMuro, as well as DeMuro’s deposition testimony.  Plaintiffs also called the 

following OCFS officials:  Farooq Mallick, facility director at OCFS’s Highland Residential 

Center; Commissioner Carrión; Ines Nieves, Associate Commissioner of OCFS; and Randy 

                                                 
1 In a prone restraint, an individual is placed face down on the ground with his or her arms held behind the back.  
(Declaration of Alison Roffi (“Roffi Decl.”), Ex. 1, at 5 n.1.)  If executed improperly, a prone restraint can present 
risk of serious injury or death.  See discussion, infra, at Part A and note 6. 
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Silver, the facility director at OCFS’s Ella McQueen Reception Center.  Defendant called Monna 

Rubaii, an OCFS staff trainer and manager of OCFS’s central New York training center; and 

Derek Holdzclaw, budget director of OCFS.  On the basis of the testimony, documents received 

in evidence, and the parties’ submissions, the Court finds that there is no justification for the 

force used on the youths who testified, but the remedy sought—a change in policy—does not 

address the wrong suffered.  The problem at OCFS facilities is not the policy on use of force and 

physical restraints, but the practices utilized by the staff which are not consistent with the policy.  

Furthermore, OCFS has entered into a settlement agreement with the Department of Justice to 

change the practices of its staff through revised and enhanced training, and better methods for 

controlling and monitoring physical restraints.  The injunction sought is not narrowly drawn and 

does not reach the ongoing harm.  Accordingly, the Court must deny the preliminary injunction. 

BACKGROUND 

 Plaintiffs’ counsel, the Legal Aid Society, has frequently protested the misuse of physical 

force in OCFS facilities.  Specifically, the Legal Aid Society was concerned with the restraint 

technique used and the frequent use of physical restraints when such action was not warranted.  

Minor disciplinary matters were not handled by using nonphysical, available alternatives, as 

required under OCFS policies discussed below, but rather by using physical force, including the 

prone restraint.  In 2008, the conditions in OCFS facilities were reviewed by a gubernatorial 

Task Force on Transforming New York’s Juvenile Justice System, as well as the United States 

Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division (“DOJ”). 

On December 30, 2009, the Legal Aid Society commenced this § 1983 action on behalf 

of all minors who are or will be civilly confined in certain OCFS facilities2 as a result of juvenile 

                                                 
2 These facilities include the “limited secure” residential centers, “reception” residential centers, and the 
“nonsecure” Lansing Residential Center.  (Compl. ¶ 1.)  At present, the specific facilities at issue include the 
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delinquency proceedings in New York State Family Court.  The fact is that most (67 percent 

percent)3 of the youth assigned to OCFS facilities are black and Hispanic and are from New 

York City.  (See Declaration of Alison Roffi (“Roffi Decl.”), Ex. 9, at 2; Dec. 16, 2011 Hearing 

Transcript (“Tr.”), at 190:2-6.)  OCFS facilities are located primarily in upstate New York, far 

away from the youth’s families in the New York metro area.  (Tr. at 190:3-5.)  Plaintiffs 

originally alleged that the class members were subject to a pattern and practice of 

unconstitutional and excessive force by OCFS employees and deprived of legally required 

mental health services while in OCFS custody.4  Plaintiffs’ Complaint and their motion for a 

preliminary injunction follow an investigation conducted by the United States Department of 

Justice (“DOJ”) into allegations of unreasonable use of physical restraints and other potential 

abuses in four OCFS facilities.   

A. The DOJ Investigation 

In December 2007, the Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division commenced an 

investigation of four facilities administered by OCFS (the “DOJ Facilities”).5  The investigation 

focused on whether youth were adequately protected from harm and, more specifically, whether 

                                                                                                                                                             
Lansing Residential Center in Lansing, New York and the following “limited secure” residential centers:  Highland 
Residential Center in Highland, New York;  Industry Limited Secure Residential Center in Rush, New York; Finger 
Lakes Residential Center (formerly known as Louis Gossett, Jr. Residential Center) in Lansing, New York; Taberg 
Residential Center in Taberg, New York; and Sergeant Henry Johnson Youth Leadership Academy in South 
Kortright, New York.  (Fourth Am. Compl. ¶¶ 41-42.)  Plaintiffs allege that since they filed their Complaint, OCFS 
designated the Ella McQueen Reception Center in Brooklyn as its reception center for minors entering the custody 
of OCFS’s Division of Juvenile Justice and Opportunities for Youth (“DJJOY”).  (Id. ¶ 43.) 
3 This figure is based on 2005 figures.  (See Roffi Decl., Ex. 9, at 2 n.1.) 
4 Plaintiffs have since amended their Complaint three times.  Their Fourth Amended Class Action Complaint, filed 
on November 14, 2011, (Docket No. 84), names certain individual defendants previously identified as John Does.  
The Fourth Amended Class Action Complaint preserves the original causes of action seeking declaratory, injunctive, 
and monetary relief against Defendant Carrión and the individual defendants under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for violation of 
the Fourteenth Amendment; Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. § 12132; and Section 504 of 
the Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. § 794(a). 
5 These include the Lansing Residential Center (“Lansing”), Louis Gossett, Jr. Residential Center (renamed Finger 
Lakes Residential Center (“Finger Lakes”)), Tryon Residential Center, and Tryon Girls Residential Center. 
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there was an unreasonable use of physical restraints.  The investigation was soon expanded to 

include mental health care. 

DOJ conducted its investigation throughout 2008.  As part of its investigation, DOJ 

toured OCFS facilities; conducted interviews; reviewed documents, practices, policies and 

procedures; and consulted with experts in protection from harm and use of force, as well as 

mental health experts.  (Roffi Decl., Ex. 1, at 1.)  When DOJ issued its Findings Letter on August 

14, 2009, it expressed its appreciation for OCFS’ helpful and professional conduct and its 

commitment to remedying deficiencies at the facilities.  (Id. at 2.)  Indeed, the Findings Letter 

commended OCFS for the steps it had taken to manage risks and to ensure youth safety.  (Id.)  

The Findings Letter was sent to Governor Patterson, as well as then Attorney General Cuomo.  

No one has objected to DOJ’s findings; nor has anyone objected to DOJ’s recommendation.    

DOJ found that there was a failure to protect youth from harm at the hands of OCFS 

staff:  “(1) staff resort quickly to a high degree of force that is disproportionate to the level of the 

youth’s infraction; and (2) the technique employed to restrain a youth results in an excessive 

number of injuries.”  (Id. at 5.)   

The Findings Letter recognized that OCFS’s policy on physical restraints appropriately 

limits the use of physical restraints “to exceptional circumstances when all other pro-active, non-

physical behavior management techniques have been tried and failed.”  (Id. (quoting OCFS Use 

of Physical Restraint Policy, 3247.13, sec. I).)  In practice, however, the staff did not follow the 

policy and opted instead for a “full prone restraint with handcuffs” regardless of the situation.  

(Id. (finding that “[a]nything from sneaking an extra cookie to initiating a fistfight” triggered a 

prone restraint).)  “This one-size fits all control approach has not surprisingly led to an alarming 

number of serious injuries to youth, including concussions, broken or knocked-out teeth, and 
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spiral fractures.” 6  (Id.)  DOJ reported that for the year 2007, 698 physical restraints were used at 

Lansing Residential Center, and that 123 residents suffered injuries as a result.  (Id. at 9.)   

DOJ also found that staff often called in response teams for help at the slightest sign of 

disruption, a practice known as “pin pushing.”7  DOJ found nothing wrong with the policy of 

calling for help:  “By policy, this practice would not appear to be problematic; however, in 

application, it leads to a deviation from OCFS Use of Force Policy and excessive uses of force.”  

(Id. at 6.)  DOJ observed that, rather than helping to de-escalate the situation, these response 

teams “actually intensified the tension to the point where a restraint was employed.  As a result, a 

behavior such as pouring sugar into a glass of orange juice is just as likely to result in a restraint 

as initiating a fist-fight.”  (Id.)  At least one OCFS facility circulated a memorandum to its staff 

encouraging the “pin pushing” practice regardless of the situation.8 

The Findings Letter also noted that use of force incidents were not adequately 

investigated and that OCFS failed to take corrective action against staff who had violated OCFS 

                                                 
6 As the DOJ explained, “[t]he danger of prone restraints is that if the individual’s airway is constricted, he or she is 
unable to express physical distress.  Further, the restrained individual’s struggle for air may be misconstrued by staff 
as resistance, resulting in increased force on the restrained individual.”  (Roffi Decl. Ex. 1, at 10.)  Tragic results can 
follow.  In November 2006, a 15-year-old resident at Tryon Residential Center stopped breathing and died after 
OCFS staff initiated a prone restraint when the youth allegedly pushed a staff member. (Id.)  As a result of these 
risks, prone restraints were banned in many facilities nationwide, including adult facilities run by the New York 
Department of Corrections and New York Office of Mental Health.  (Id. at 10 n.6.)   
7 “Pin pushing” refers to staff pushing the button on their radios to summon a response team whenever youth resist 
directions.  In theory, these response teams are dispatched to help de-escalate the situation.  (Roffi Decl., Ex. 1, at 
6.) 
8 On December 18, 2007, the Louis Gossett, Jr. facility circulated a memorandum to its staff, stating: 
 

 If you ‘think,’ ‘feel,’ or ‘suspect’ that you may have to use physical force – PUSH THE 
PIN. 

 If a resident is physically or verbally aggressive – PUSH THE PIN. 
 If a resident says “no” or demonstrates defiance in any manner – PUSH THE PIN. 

 
(Roffi Decl., Ex. 1, at 6.)  DOJ found that the Tryon Residential Center employed a similar code system for 
emergency escorts, but that “there appears to be no attempt to tailor the response to the particular situation.”  (Id. at 
7.)  Rather than reducing the use of force, “pushing the pin” increased the likelihood that staff would use force.  
Pursuant to a settlement agreement entered into with DOJ on July 14, 2010, discussed infra at Part B, OCFS agreed 
to “immediately revoke” the “push the pin” memo.  (Roffi Decl., Ex. 3, Attachment, ¶ 43a.)  The 2011 restraint 
policy now provides for a Restraint Monitor.  (See infra at 9.)  
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policy.  DOJ suggested various remedial measures to rectify the deficiencies listed in the 

Findings Letter.  For example, DOJ recommended that OCFS (1) ensure that youth “are not 

subjected to undue restraints, that restraints are used only when a youth presents a clear danger to 

him/herself or others, and that restraints are never used to punish youth”; (2) ensure that the use 

of physical restraint “is limited to exceptional circumstances when all other pro-active, non-

physical behavior management techniques have been tried and failed,” and that physical 

restraints be used only in limited circumstances and with “only the minimum amount of physical 

control necessary to stabilize the situation”; and (3) “[r]eview the use of physical restraint 

techniques, including the use of face-down restraints, to determine whether the practices should 

be eliminated or modified,” and if face-down restraints continue to be used, “develop procedures 

which require that trained staff shall monitor youths in restraints for signs of physical distress 

and ensure that restrained youths are able to speak.”  (Id. at 28.)  

As noted, OCFS did not challenge either DOJ’s findings or its recommendation.  Indeed, 

after DOJ issued its August 14, 2009 Findings Letter, Commissioner Carrión addressed New 

York City’s Family Court Judges and conceded that the conditions described by DOJ “should not 

be considered limited to the four facilities identified in the report, but are systemic of all 

facilities.”  (Roffi Decl., Ex. 4, at 1.)  Commissioner Carrión advised that OCFS would 

“collaborate and cooperate” with DOJ to correct these problems, and that OCFS did “not intend 

to rebut the findings of the report.”  (Id.) 

B. The DOJ Settlement and OCFS’s Policy Revisions 

On July 14, 2010, OCFS entered into a settlement agreement with DOJ (the “Settlement  
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Agreement”) to address conditions at the four DOJ Facilities described in the Findings Letter.9  

(See Roffi Decl., Ex. 3, Attachment.)  The Settlement Agreement was signed by the Governor’s 

Counsel on behalf of Governor Patterson and by then Attorney General Andrew Cuomo.  Among 

other remedial measures, the Settlement Agreement requires the State and OCFS to modify its 

policies, procedures, and practices on physical restraints.  By agreement, OCFS has until June 

2012 to bring itself into compliance. 

1. The 2007 Policy 

At the time of the DOJ investigation, the OCFS Use of Physical Restraint policy, PPM 

3247.13, issued February 27, 2007 (the “2007 Policy”),10 “limit[ed] the use of restraint to 

exceptional circumstances when all other appropriate pro-active, non-physical behavioral 

management techniques have been tried and have failed.”  (Roffi Decl., Ex. 5 at 2.)  The 2007 

Policy also restricted physical restraint to three circumstances:  

1. To prevent a youth from harming him or herself, staff members, or others. 
 

2. To prevent an escape or AWOL by a youth . . . . 
 
3. To escort a youth who is causing or threatening to cause an immediate serious 

disruption that threatens the safety of others by refusing to leave a place after 
being asked to leave because: 

 
 the youth is inciting other youth to hurt themselves or others; or 
 the youth’s behavior is escalating to the point that further de-escalation 

techniques need to take place in another location. 
 

                                                 
9 On July 19, 2010, the United States District Court for the Northern District of New York granted an Order 
Entering the Settlement Agreement and retained jurisdiction to enforce the Agreement.  See United States v. The 
State of New York and The New York State Office of Children and Family Servs., 10-CV-858 (FJS/DRH) 
(N.D.N.Y. July 19, 2010) (Order Entering Settlement Agreement) (attached as Ex. 2 to Roffi Decl.). 
10 The 2007 Policy remains in effect at all but the four DOJ Facilities and Brooklyn Residential Center.  (Declaration 
of Ines Nieves (“Nieves Decl.”) ¶ 8.) 
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(Id. at 2) (emphasis removed).11  Associate Commissioner Nieves testified that the third 

circumstance was meant to address gang threats in OCFS facilities and disruptions in classroom 

settings.  (Tr. at 269:8-24.)  The 2007 Policy provided three “Additional Safety Precautions” for 

staff to follow when using physical restraints:  (1) staff “must not apply their full weight onto the 

youth in order to achieve control” and use “tripod positioning” to effect the restraint; (2) upon 

any indication that the youth has difficulty breathing during a restraint, “staff must immediately 

remove all pressure from the back, chest or abdomen without losing control of the youth” in 

order to check the youth’s breathing and initiate any appropriate medical response; and (3) if a 

youth appears to have lost consciousness “or there appears to be a cardiopulmonary arrest during 

a restraint,” staff must remove all pressure from the youth’s back, chest or abdomen in order to 

“check the youth for breathing and signs of circulation.”12  (Roffi Decl. Ex. 5 at 6.)   

2. Settlement Agreement Provisions on Restraints 

The Settlement Agreement requires that OCFS limit physical restraints to three 

circumstances: 

i. where emergency physical intervention is necessary to protect the safety 
of any person; 
 

ii. where a youth is physically attempting to escape the boundary of a 
Faciltiy; or 

 
iii. where a youth’s behavior poses a substantial threat to the safety and order 

of the Facility. 
 

(Roffi Decl., Ex. 3, Attachment, ¶ 41.)  These three circumstances are essentially the 

same as those set forth in the 2007 Policy.  The Settlement Agreement also requires that 
                                                 
11 The previous policy on physical restraints dated from 1997 and allowed restraints under seven circumstances, 
including to prevent destruction of property.  (Tr. at 262:15-19.) 
12 These procedures were intended to incorporate recommendations of the New York State Council on Children and 
Families, which reviewed physical restraint procedures used by State agencies that have jurisdiction over minors.  
(Nieves Decl. ¶ 13.)  In its Final Report to the Governor and Legislature, issued in September, 2007, the Council 
concluded that prone, supine, and seated restraints each present risks to both youth and staff.  (Nieves Decl., Ex. D, 
at 31.)   
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OCFS staff shall use physical restraints in these three situations only as a last resort, 

“where all other appropriate pro-active, non-physical behavioral management techniques 

have been tried and failed and a youth poses a danger to himself/herself or others.”  (Id.)  

Restraints “shall never be used to punish youth.”  (Id.)  This requirement mirrors the 

2007 Policy. 

 The Settlement Agreement does not ban the use of prone restraints, but it limits or 

conditions their use.  OCFS agreed to modify and implement policies, procedures, and 

practices “to require that staff utilize [prone restraints] only in emergencies when less 

restrictive measures would pose a significant risk to the safety of the youth, other youth, 

or staff.”  (Id.)  The Agreement imposes three additional safeguards to address concerns 

associated with prone restraints:  (1) prone restraints shall not last longer than three 

minutes; (2) during the prone restraint, trained staff shall monitor youth for signs of 

physical distress and the youth’s ability to speak; and (3) medical personnel shall be 

immediately notified when a prone restraint is initiated, and medical personnel shall 

immediately assess the youth after the youth is released from the prone restraint.  “In no 

event shall more than 4 hours lapse between the end of a face-down restraint incident and 

the assessment of the involved youth by medical staff.”  (Id.) 

 The Settlement Agreement also provides for revised training on conflict 

resolution, better record keeping on uses of force by staff, weekly review of use of force 

reports, medical reviews of youth who were subjected to use of force, and investigation 

of all use of force incidents by a neutral investigator.  (Id. ¶¶ 42-44.)  Any suspected 

incidents of staff-on-youth abuse must be reported to the Statewide Central Register of 

Child Abuse and Maltreatment.  (Id. ¶ 44c.)  In addition, OCFS must revise its policies 
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on “pin pushing” and provide staff with guidelines as to when a call for assistance is 

appropriate.  (Id. ¶ 43; see supra note 8.) 

3. Crisis Prevention and Management Policy 

The State and OCFS agreed to implement all reforms necessary to effectuate the 

Settlement Agreement within twenty-three months from the date of its approval by the 

Northern District of New York on July 19, 2010 (i.e., by June 19, 2012).  (Id. ¶ 58.)  

Pursuant to the Agreement, and with DOJ’s approval, OCFS issued a new policy on use 

of force on November 1, 2011.  (Nieves Decl. ¶ 6.)  This new Crisis Prevention and 

Management policy, PPM 3247.12 (the “CPM”),13 allows OCFS staff to use physical 

restraints only: 

(i) Where emergency physical intervention is necessary to protect the safety 
of any person; or 
 

(ii) Where a youth is physically attempting to AWOL/ escape the boundary of 
a facility; or 

 
(iii) Where a youth is physically attempting to AWOL/ escape from custody 

while off-grounds. 
 
(Nieves Decl., Ex. A, at 8.)  Although the Settlement Agreement permits OCFS to use 

physical restraints “where a youth’s behavior poses a substantial threat to the safety and 

order of the Facility,” as set forth in the 2007 Policy, (Roffi Decl., Ex. 3, Attachment, ¶ 

41), the CPM eliminates physical restraints for that purpose.  Commissioner Carrión 

testified that this additional category allowed for too much discretion among staff and 

was “interpreted as almost allowing for restraints in any circumstances.”  (Tr. at 257:10-

21.)  The CPM adds a new safeguard requiring a trained Restraint Monitor to respond to 

                                                 
13 Nieves testified that the policy revisions in the CPM were based on recommendations from a committee 
composed of policy and development staff; research staff; facilities personnel; and mental health practitioners from 
the OCFS central office.  (Tr. at 264:23-265:2.)  For a list of the policy revisions in the CPM, see Nieves Decl. ¶ 41. 
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situations where staff may need to use physical restraints.  (Nieves Decl., Ex. A, at 11.)  

The Restraint Monitor “is authorized to direct all activities related to a potential or actual 

restraint incident” and is directed to stop and report any abusive practices immediately to 

the appropriate authorities.  (Id.) 

 The CPM also bans the use of prone restraints, as previously authorized under the 

2007 Policy, and permitted by the Settlement Agreement.  (Nieves Decl. ¶ 41; Tr. at 

276:20-277:4.)  In its place, OCFS staff now must use a “continuum of physical 

interventions ranging from least restrictive and least likely to cause harm (e.g. supportive 

touch) to more restrictive physical restraint techniques (e.g. supine restraints).”  (Nieves 

Decl., Ex. A, at 7.)  A supine restraint involves placing the youth on his or her back rather 

than in a face down position.  In a situation where a youth in a supine restraint “remains 

out of control, constitutes a serious and evident danger to him/herself or others and 

cannot be managed safely solely using the supine position[,]” the CPM permits the use of 

a “transitional hold” in the prone position in order to place the youth in handcuffs.  (Id.)  

The CPM limits transitional holds to three minutes and requires that the youth be moved 

to his or her left side “[a]s soon as the handcuffs are applied.”   (Id.)   

C. Plaintiffs’ Request for a Preliminary Injunction  

Notwithstanding the DOJ Settlement and the steps taken by OCFS to comply with  

its terms, Plaintiffs contend that in practice OCFS staff continue to use unlawful 

excessive force as a form of punishment against youth in OCFS facilities.  (Memorandum 

of Law in Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for a Preliminary Injunction (“Pl. Mem.”) at 8.)  

Specifically, PI Plaintiffs allege that staff used physical restraints and excessive force 

against them in violation of OCFS policy and federal law, and that they suffered injuries 
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as a result.  Commissioner Carrión does not contest PI Plaintiffs’ allegations.14  In 

addition, the Findings Letter states that similar use of force incidents violated the youth’s 

constitutional rights under the Fourteenth Amendment.  (Roffi Decl., Ex. A, at 5.) 

Plaintiffs seek a preliminary injunction:  (1) enjoining Defendant Carrión and any 

of her officers, agents, and employees “from using physical restraints unless pro-active, 

non-physical behavior management techniques have been attempted and have failed, and 

(a) there has been a showing of imminent harm to self or others, or (b) an imminent 

attempt to escape; and (2) preliminarily enjoining during the pendency of this litigation 

Defendant Carrión and any of her officers, agents, and employees from using prone 

restraints.”  (Order to Show Cause for Preliminary Injunction, Docket No. 66 (“Order to 

Show Cause”), at 1-2.)  Plaintiffs also seek a judicial directive that OCFS “provide 

Plaintiffs’ counsel with (a) immediate notification when a youth has been restrained in a 

“limited secure” residential center, “reception” residential center, and the “nonsecure” 

Lansing Residential Center; and (b) records related to all physical restraints used by 

OCFS employees on children detained” at those facilities.  (Id.) 

The testimony of the five youths who testified at the hearing is summarized 

below.  Consistent with the DOJ Findings Letter, these witnesses testified that OCFS 

staff used a high level of force that was disproportionate to the youth’s infraction (e.g., 

disobeying instructions, recalcitrance, and generally questioning authority).  As a result 

of the excessive use of force, which staff applied without first utilizing the required de-

escalation techniques, each of the youths suffered injuries, including a broken arm in one 

                                                 
14 Counsel for Defendant Carrión did not cross-examine any of the PI Plaintiffs because the Attorney General does 
not represent the individual defendants in this case.  The individual defendants were not present at the hearing and 
do not yet have counsel. (Tr. at 7:11-17; 36:4-6.)  Accordingly, the Court’s decision on PI Plaintiffs’ application for 
a preliminary injunction is without prejudice to the individual defendants named in the Fourth Amended Complaint. 
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instance.  The injuries resulted from staff’s use of the prone restraint, as well as punching, 

pulling hair, and knocking the youth’s head against a wall.  Each of the incidents is of 

recent origin, suggesting that whatever else has happened as a result of the DOJ Findings 

Letter, the Settlement Agreement, and Commissioner Carrión’s efforts, youth in OCFS 

facilities are still at risk of harm from excessive force. 

1. Plaintiff N.P. 

Plaintiff N.P. testified that he is fifteen years old and is currently in OCFS custody at the 

Highland Residential Facility (“Highland”).  (Tr. at 9:6-15.)  On July 11, 2011, he went to his 

room to change his clothes after hearing a dress code announcement over the radio.  (Id. at 

10:10-11, 10:19.)  After changing, he returned to his unit and sat down.  (Id. at 10:22.)  A 

resident then told N.P. that he had taken the resident’s chair.  (Id. at 11:4-5.)  N.P. testified that 

he asked Youth Division Aides (“YDA”) Spencer and Mollette for permission to get a chair.  (Id. 

at 11:8-12:8.)  The YDAs refused and YDA Spencer then told N.P., “You are all acting like 

bitches, so I am going to treat you like one.”  (Id. at 13:8-10.)  N.P. responded, “I am not a bitch 

and you are not going to treat me like one.”  (Id. at 14:3-4.)   

According to N.P., YDA Spencer grabbed him by his shirt with both hands, threw him 

against the wall, and began to bang his head against the wall.  (Id. at 14:6-8.)  N.P. attempted to 

grab YDA Spencer under his armpits, and YDA continued to bang N.P.’s head against the wall 

at least three times, yelling “You want to be tough? You want to be tough?”  (Id. at 15:1-16.)  

N.P. testified that YDA Spencer eventually “threw” him “down to the ground in a prone 

position.”  (Id. at 15:7-8.)  N.P. further testified that while YDA Mollette held onto his legs, 
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YDA Spencer15 sat on his back, pulled N.P.’s hair out, and moved his face along the carpet 

resulting in a rug burn on the left side of his face “about the size of a quarter.”  (Id. at 16:8-13; 

17:2.)  N.P. testified that while he was lying face down, YDA Spencer yelled at him to place his 

hands behind his back.  (Id. at 17:7-9.)  N.P. refused, and YDA Spencer then grabbed N.P.’s 

right arm and twisted it behind N.P.’s back, pushing it forward until N.P.’s arm “popped.”  (Id. at 

17:21-18:12.)  Spencer broke N.P.’s humerus bone, and OCFS medical staff provided N.P. with 

Tylenol and a sling for his arm before transporting him to Vassar Brothers Hospital.   He 

remained at the hospital for three days, and received treatment for his broken humerus.  (Id. at 

20:15-19; 21:9-25; 22:25-14.)  When he returned to Highland, N.P. was placed in the infirmary 

for approximately two months.  (Id. at 23:12-17.)   

Farooq Mallick, Facility Director at Highland, testified that he removed YDA Spencer 

from the youth population immediately as a result of the July 11, 2011 restraint used on N.P.  (Id. 

at 103:3-8, 104:3-14, 105:21-25.)  YDA Spencer was placed on suspension and was 

recommended for termination.  Spencer filed a grievance over his termination and the parties are 

awaiting the outcome of the arbitration proceedings.16  (Id. at 137:10-23.)   

2. Plaintiff L.B. 

Plaintiff L.B. testified that he is fifteen years old and arrived at Highland on August 8, 

2011.  (Id. at 37:14-38:7.)  One night shortly after his arrival at Highland, YDA Brissette ordered 

L.B. to stop talking to another resident through the vent that separated their rooms.  (Id. at 39:1-

8.)  L.B. refused, and began to argue with YDA Brissette.  (Id. at 39:15-17.)  L.B. testified that 

                                                 
15 N.P. described YDA Spencer as “very muscular,” “a couple inches” taller than himself, and weighing “about 200 
something pounds.”  N.P. testified that he weighed “about 140 pounds” at the time of this incident.  (Id. 24:19-
25:18.) 
16 According to Mallick, if OCFS does not prevail at arbitration on a challenged termination, OCFS must rehire the 
employee.  The employee then has a right to return to the position he or she occupied before the disciplinary action 
was taken, unless the arbitrator recommends a demotion.  (Tr. at 169:8-22, 170:11-14, 173:6-7.) 
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later that night, YDAs Gayle and Cotton took him out of his room, grabbed him “by each arm” 

and walked L.B. to the confinement rooms near the Central Service Unit.  (Id. at 40:6-23.)  L.B. 

testified that the YDAs told him to enter the confinement room and that he went in and sat on the 

bed.  (Id. at 41:1-2.)   

According to L.B., YDAs Gayle and Cotton “both charge like came into the room and I 

standed up [sic] and then Mr. Cotton grabbed my hair, Mr. Gayle grabbed my arm.”  (Id. at 41:5-

6.)  L.B. testified that the YDAs threw him on the bed and that “Mr. Gayle had his knee on my 

throat” while YDA Cotton held his hair.17  (Id. at 41:8-10.)  L.B. testified that he “couldn’t really 

breathe that much” and struggled to get YDA Gayle off of his throat.  (Id. at 41:12-13.)  

According to L.B., the YDAs thought he was attempting to fight back, and they placed him in a 

face-down position on the bed. (Id. at 41:17-42:8.)  While turning L.B. around onto his stomach, 

YDA Cotton’s elbow hit L.B. in his face and caused his lip to bleed.  (Id. at 41:18-21.)  L.B. 

testified that at this point, YDA Gayle “had his knee on my neck and [YDA Cotton] had my arm 

and they both grabbed each arm.”  (Id. at 41:22-23.)  According to L.B., both YDAs “started to 

like push my arm up all the way to where it could almost reach my head.”  (Id. at 42:10-11.)  

L.B. “screamed from the pain” and told the YDAs to stop, but they continued to restrain him in 

this position for “at least two minutes.”  (Id. at 42:13-17.)  L.B. testified that during the restraint, 

YDAs Gayle and Cotton cursed at him and said, “this is how you F’ing talk to people, stuff like 

that.”  (Id. at 43:1-3.)  Other OCFS staff then entered the confinement room and told the YDAs 

to stop.  Senior Youth Division Counselor Rutland told L.B. to wipe his mouth and clean his 

blood off the bed.  (Id. at 43:11-15.)  L.B testified that the staff then called YDA Brissette into 

the confinement room and ordered L.B. to apologize to her.  (Id. at 44:2-5)  L.B. testified that he 

                                                 
17 L.B. testified that YDA Gayle was a “chubby guy” who had “a lot of weight on him” and that YDA Cotton also 
weighed more than L.B.  (Tr. at 45:10-24.) 
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received no medical treatment for the cut in his lip and pain in his arms as a result of the 

restraint. (Id. at 44:14-45:1.) 

Several days later, an argument developed between L.B. and an OCFS staff member 

while L.B. was taking a shower.  (Id. at 48:12-18.)  L.B. testified that he told YDA Mohan, “F... 

all Jamaicans,” in reference to the staff member and YDA Gayle “because they all [sic] Jamaican 

and I was still upset from the restraint that happened.”  (Id. at 48:23-25.)  YDA Mohan reacted to 

L.B.’s comments:  Mohan “was like all right.  He was like the one in central will F you up 

though.”  (Id. at 49:5-6.)  L.B. understood YDA Mohan to be referring to YDA Gayle.  (Id. at 49: 

9-10.)  L.B. returned to his room to shoot basketball hoops.  (Id. at 49:14-16.)  According to 

L.B., YDA Gayle then entered his room.  “[H]e didn’t want to talk or nothing, ask what 

happened.  He just grabbed me by my hair and threw me to the wall,” asking L.B., “did you say 

F… all Jamaicans?” (Id. at 49:19-24.)  L.B. testified that he denied making the statement, and 

that YDA Gayle “kept throwing me back and forth from wall to wall, wall to wall to the shelf” 

for approximately three minutes.  (Id. at 50:3-8.)  L.B. testified that his head hurt for several days 

as a result of this incident and that he received no medical treatment.18  (Id. at 50:24-51:7.)  

3. Plaintiff B.B.  

Plaintiff B.B. testified that he is sixteen years old and that he arrived at Highland on 

October 3, 2011.  (Id. at 52:7-22.)  On August 28, 2011, B.B. was living in the Ella McQueen 

Reception Center when he was restrained by YDA Young in a rest room.  (Id. at 53:8-19.)  B.B. 

testified that he had forgotten his washcloth while taking a shower and returned to his room to 

retrieve it.  When B.B. returned to the bathroom, YDA Young grabbed B.B.  “[H]e pushed me 

                                                 
18 OCFS’s Special Investigations Unit and Institutional Abuse Investigation Unit are currently investigating these 
incidents involving L.B. and YDAs Brissette, Cotton, and Gayle.  (Declaration of Farooq Mallick ¶¶ 8-9.) 
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and I pushed him back.  And then he punched me in my face and hit me in my stomach and he 

slammed me on the floor.”  (Id. at 54:15-17.)  YDA Young then threw B.B. “on the floor face 

first” and laid on B.B.’s back to restrain him until other staff arrived.  (Id. at 54:22-55:1-6.)  B.B. 

testified that as a result of this restraint, he had pain in his jaw for a week.  B.B. “had to go to the 

hospital.  They took x-rays but there was nothing wrong with it.”  (Id. at 55:24-25.)  Other than 

the x-ray, B.B. received no medical treatment.  (Id. at 55:19-56:17.)  YDA Young was placed on 

administrative leave while OCFS’s Institutional Abuse Investigation (“IAB”) Unit investigated 

B.B.’s allegations.  (Declaration of Randy Silver at ¶ 7.)  IAB concluded that these allegations 

were unfounded and YDA Young has since returned to work.  (Id.)  OCFS’s Special 

Investigations Unit is currently investigating this incident.  (Id.) 

On September 8, 2011, B.B. was restrained again after he arrived at Youth Leadership 

Academy.  B.B. testified that he was talking while standing on line in the cafeteria and that YDA 

Clow told him to “shut the fuck up.”  (Tr. at 56:24-57:22.)  B.B. told YDA Clow to be more 

polite:  “I told him he can just tell me to be quiet.”  B.B. also recognized that talking in line was 

prohibited.  (Id. at 57:24-58:2.)  YDA Clow then grabbed B.B. off the line, “hooked his hands 

behind [B.B.’s] arms” and threw B.B. “on the floor face first.”  (Id. at 58:8-21.)  B.B. testified 

that his nose began to bleed and that YDA Clow was “laying on my back with his stomach and I 

passed out for like 5 seconds, and I came back and he was dragging me on the floor.”  (Id. at 

59:6-8.)  B.B. testified that a nurse arrived and placed a towel under his face because he was 

bleeding.  He was later taken to medical.  In addition to his bloody nose, B.B. testified that he 

suffered shoulder pain, a rug burn on the right side of his face from his ear to his chin, bloodshot 

eyes, and blurred vision.  (Id. at 61:2-17.)  B.B. testified that he received no medical treatment 

for these injuries.  (Id. at 62:6-8.) 
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4. Other Abusive Restraints at Highland 

The Court also heard testimony from two additional putative class members who were  

not named as PI Plaintiffs.  These witnesses, J.F. and J.A.P., both testified that they were 

subjected to abusive restraints while living at Highland and that they were injured as a result.  

J.F. testified that he leaned out of his room to return a book to another resident.  (Id. at 71:5-21.)  

He testified that YDA McPhee then grabbed J.F. by his shirt and held him to the floor in a prone 

position.  (Id. at 73:1-3, 74:3-9.)  YDA McPhee then began “kneeing [J.F.] in the face” while 

another OCFS staff member restrained J.F.’s legs.  (Id. at 74:13-24.)  J.F. testified that he 

suffered a broken nose and swelling in his eyes as a result of this incident.  (Id. at 76:6-8.)   

J.A.P. testified that he was ordered to return to his room after he was involved in a fight 

at Highland.  Following protocol, J.A.P. stood outside his room with his hands behind his back 

while facing his door.  (Id. at 80:19-81:1.)  J.A.P. testified that YDA Mutler then grabbed him by 

his shirt and threw him to the floor while YDA Gayle “started stomping [his] face into the floor 

with his hands.”  (Id. at 81:14-19.)  YDAs Gayle and Mutler ordered J.A.P. to return to his room.  

J.A.P. testified that YDAs Cotton and Campbell then entered his room, and that YDA Cotton 

“threw me on my bed and started punching me in my face” approximately “3 or 4 times.”  (Id. at 

82:5-16.)  J.A.P. testified that as a result of these incidents, he suffered a deep bruise on his 

cheek for which he received Motrin.  (Id. at 83:1-10.) 

As noted, Commissioner Carrión does not dispute that in each of these incidents OCFS 

staff violated the policies on physical restraints.  She testified that the PI Plaintiffs’ testimony 

was “heart wrenching”:  “[F]or me hearing those young people describe those circumstances, it’s 

very difficult and I don’t think that the use of restraint should ever be the first response to a crisis 

situation.”  (Tr. at 184:4-5, 185:3-6.)   
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Commissioner Carrión testified that when she took office in 2007, she toured OCFS 

facilities and observed evidence of excessive force used by staff.  “What I saw was evidence of 

rug burns and I was very vigilant about that and I would speak to the young people and then after 

talking to them discovered that there was a restraint.”  (Id. at 190:14-17.)  A year before DOJ 

commenced its investigation, Commissioner Carrión began her efforts to reform OCFS.  “[I]n 

the first year that I was there, . . . I declared that we were going to transform the juvenile justice 

system and started down that journey.”  (Tr. at 196:4-7.)  In addition to approving the 2007 

Policy,19 which reduced the circumstances under which the use of physical restraints were 

authorized from seven to three, (id. at 196:17-20), Commissioner Carrión also secured funding to 

hire an additional 192 staff  members “to resource the system” and alleviate fatigue among staff.  

(Id. at 207:18-208:2.)  She installed cameras in facilities to document restraint incidents and 

implemented a data system to track the use of restraints.  (See Roffi Decl., Ex. 4, at 2.)  Under 

Governor Patterson, a task force was also assembled “to create a blueprint to support the 

transformation” of the culture and size of OCFS.  (Id. at 208: 6-14.)  When DOJ issued its 

Findings Letter in 2009, Commissioner Carrión “embraced it.”  (Id. at 209:6-7; see also Roffi 

Decl., Ex. 6, at 1 (Nicholas Confessore, “Official in Charge of State’s Youth Prisons Welcomes a 

Critical Report,” N.Y. Times, Dec. 16, 2009, at A36).)    

Although DOJ did not require OCFS to implement the Settlement Agreement system-

wide, Commissioner Carrión agreed “from day one” that OCFS would phase in the Settlement 

Agreement across all OCFS facilities because “the problems were systemic.”  (Tr. at 211:16-24.)  

Accordingly, the CPM states that “[t]his policy will be implemented in phases at DJJOY 

facilities as staff members are trained.”  (Nieves Decl., Ex. A, at 1.)  OCFS has recently finished 

                                                 
19 Commissioner Carrión testified that the changes in the 2007 Policy “were already underway” before she arrived at 
OCFS in 2007.  (Tr. at 196:9-14.)     
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implementing the CPM in the four DOJ Facilities as well as the Brooklyn Residential Center.  

(Nieves Decl. ¶¶ 8, 44.)  OCFS is now beginning the process of hiring trainers and staff to 

expand DOJ’s remedial measures and the CPM to all of the remaining OCFS facilities (the 

“Non-DOJ Facilities”).  (Nieves Decl. ¶¶ 52, 55.) 

D. OCFS’s Implementation of the CPM 

   Commissioner Carrión testified that before OCFS rolled out the CPM in the four DOJ 

Facilities, OCFS had to develop a training curriculum and work with senior staff to train OCFS 

personnel on the new policy.  (Id. at 213:1-8.)  As she explained, the process was “very involved 

and deliberate”:  

[T]here was a lot of conversations with unions and everybody that is involved to 
understand what the policy was going to be, what the changes were going to be, 
the training that is involved, the coaching and the monitoring of the 
implementation of the new policy, the hiring of people that was required of 
trainers and staff and restraint monitors, so it was a very involved process. 

 
(Id. at 213:9-18.)  Commissioner Carrión testified that the process of rolling out the CPM 

required negotiations with her staff’s unions and members of the State Legislature, as 

well as approvals by the Governor’s Office and Division of the Budget.  (Id. at 245:22-

247:6.)  As she testified, in order to implement these reforms, the Governor’s pledge to 

provide funding was crucial:  “[T]here had to be a commitment to provide those 

resources and the governor did in the out years of the budget process.  Because it is 

worthless totally for me to say, yes, we are going to do this unless the resources back that 

up, and that was put into the budget.”  (Id. at 212:4-8.) 
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1. Lansing and Finger Lakes Monitoring Reports Pursuant to Settlement 

Agreement 

OCFS staff at the four DOJ Facilities have now received training on the CPM, 

and the Monitoring Team has issued reports on two of the DOJ Facilities pursuant to the 

Settlement Agreement.20  These monitoring reports suggest that change has been less 

than complete with regard to physical restraints.   

(a) Lansing Monitoring Report 

The Facility Monitoring Report for Lansing Residential Center (“Lansing 

Monitoring Report”) was issued on September 14, 2011.  (See Pl’s Ex. 8; Nieves Decl., 

Ex. J.)  The Lansing Monitoring Report notes that at Lansing, “all staff had a working 

knowledge of the differences between the [CPM] and the approach to physical restraints 

prior to the DOJ Settlement Agreement.”  (Nieves Decl. Ex. J at 7.)  The Monitoring 

Team observed, however, that the CPM was not consistently applied; out of seven video 

reviews of physical restraints, “[s]ix do not support an assertion that the current 

applications of CPM restraint techniques are implemented consistently and 

appropriately.”  (Id.)   

Commissioner Carrión testified that the report reflected that OCFS had “made 

some progress and there is a lot of work to be done, but we are on our way.”  (Tr. at 

223:17-19.)  The changes were not dramatic, but “incremental.”  (Id. at 224:16.)  

Associate Commissioner Nieves testified that incomplete compliance is “not unusual for 

a first report.”  (Tr. at 293:17.)  Commissioner Carrión agreed that “[i]n a perfect world 

                                                 
20 The Settlement Agreement provides that “a Monitoring Team of two jointly selected subject matter experts” shall 
assess OCFS’s compliance.  (Roffi Decl., Ex. 3, Attachment, ¶ 61.)  The Monitoring Team includes Dr. Marty Beyer 
(mental health) and Dr. David Roush (protection from harm).  Routine compliance reviews are to occur 
approximately every six months at each of the DOJ Facilities until the Settlement Agreement is terminated.  (Id. ¶ 
62(a).)   
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we . . . would not have to use restraints,” and she has tried to change the culture of an 

agency in which physical restraints are frequent and the force used often excessive.  (Tr. 

at 233:9-237:15.)  Staff, however, have not always cooperated with these changes.  (Id. at 

237:16-17.) 

Notwithstanding these gaps in compliance, the Lansing Monitoring Report 

praised the CPM for its “well-developed repertoire of verbal de-escalation strategies” and 

its shift away from the prone position as a primary part of the restraint process.  (Nieves 

Decl., Ex. J, at 8.)  A CPM instructor observed that the new policy “increase[s] safety to 

youth by eliminating the facedown technique and the reliance on a team (multi-person) 

strategy to conduct the physical restraint.”  (Id. at 9.)  Sources indicated, however, that 

the supine technique outlined in the CPM is “more difficult to apply” because it requires 

staff to exert more physical strength and may result in knee, wrist, and lower back strains.  

(Id. at 8-9.)  In addition, because the youth is positioned face-up during a supine restraint, 

staff and medical reported “an increase in kicking, biting, spitting, pinching, and 

occasionally punching by youth toward staff.”  (Id. at 8.) 

(b) Finger Lakes Monitoring Report 

The second report, concerning the Finger Lakes Residential Center, was issued on  

December 10, 2011.21  Before the monitoring visit occurred at Finger Lakes, OCFS 

contacted DOJ to express concern “that the facility might not be at a point where a formal 

monitoring analysis would be productive.”  (Finger Lakes Monitoring Report at 1.)   

Their self-assessment was that [Finger Lakes] was not yet in full compliance with 
the Settlement Agreement provisions, which provide until at least 23 months from 

                                                 
21 The December 10, 2011 Facility Monitoring Report for Finger Lakes Residential Center (“Finger Lakes 
Monitoring Report”) was submitted with PI Plaintiffs’ post-hearing brief. 
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July 19, 2010, the effective date of the Settlement Agreement,22 to implement the 
reforms required to comply with the Settlement Agreement. 
 

(Id.)  As a result of OCFS’s concerns, the purpose of the monitoring visit was changed to 

assess the facility’s progress toward compliance and to provide technical assistance to 

achieve compliance.  (Id.)   

 The Finger Lakes Monitoring Report acknowledged “the pressures that 

accompany the downsizing of the agency and its institutions during difficult economic 

times.”  (Id.)  The Report also observed that “system contraction removes many youth 

who are responsive to services, resulting in a remaining population of youth with greater 

difficulties adjusting to an institutional setting.”  (Id.)  These factors increase the chance 

for non-compliance as a facility “becomes a repository for youth who are program 

failures from other institutions due to misbehaviors, particularly aggression.”  (Id.)23    

 The Monitoring Team observed that Finger Lakes “is a facility with dedicated 

seasoned and new staff who are struggling with many systemic obstacles to providing the 

care they want to residents.”  (Id. at 4.)  At present, the chief obstacle is institutional 

“instability” as OCFS transfers more youth to Finger Lakes from other recently closed 

OCFS facilities.  (Id.)  “[A]lmost half the residents” at Finger Lakes were “admitted in 

the previous 60 days.”  (Id.)  This reshuffling has produced a concentration of youth at 

Finger Lakes “with greater problems.”  (Id.)  Staff is also shorthanded, which has resulted 

in a high rate of overtime.  (Id. at 5.)  Taken together, these factors have created “a 

                                                 
22 Although the parties executed the Settlement Agreement on July 14, 2010, the Agreement did not take effect until 
the Court-executed Agreement was served on OCFS and the State on July 19, 2010.  (See Roffi Decl., Ex. 3, 
Attachment, ¶ 21.) 
23 At the Court’s request, the Attorney General prepared a list of OCFS facilities (Secure, Limited Secure, and Non-
Secure) in operation for 2009-2011.  That list shows 35 facilities, including 13 closed facilities during this period, 
and 1, Columbia, which opened on August 31, 2011. 
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continuing crisis atmosphere” at Finger Lakes.  (Id. at 5-6.)  The Monitoring Team 

recommended that OCFS “reduce the [Finger Lakes] population for a few months, so that 

training, coaching and stability can occur.”  (Id. at 6.)   

 The Monitoring Team also expressed “substantial concerns about the levels of 

assaults, injuries, and restraints” at Finger Lakes.  (Id. at 8.)  Data indicated excessive 

rates of youth-on-youth, youth-on-staff, and staff-on-youth violence and physical 

restraints.  (Id.)  Many instances of youth-on-youth violence and injury resulted from “a 

youth’s heightened level of agitation [that followed] too many inappropriate uses of 

verbal de-escalations and instances where [YDAs] were too slow to intervene 

physically.”  (Id.)  As a result, several staff at the facility have been injured and over half 

of the YDA staff “expressed fear for their safety.”  (Id.)  The Monitoring Report 

recommended more training and expanded coaching for staff to build “each team’s 

confidence in effective, individualized de-escalation with each resident.”  (Id. at 9.)  

2. Rollout of CPM to the Non-DOJ Facilities 

As noted, Commissioner Carrión testified that she secured budgetary funding to 

implement the CPM and provisions of the Settlement Agreement across all OCFS facilities.   

[W]e said that we would phase it in and it was clear that we would start with [the 
DOJ Facilities], but the problems were systemic and I was very open and candid 
about that and was able to convince the Governor and the budget office and all 
my control agencies . . . .  [T]here had to be a commitment to provide those 
resources and the Governor did in the out years in the budget process.   

 
(Tr. at 211:22-212:6.)  Derek Holdzclaw, Director of the Bureau of Resource Management at 

OCFS, testified that hiring for the CPM rollout proceeded in two phases.  “Phase one” of the 

rollout plan initially called for hiring approximately 160 new employees for the DOJ Facilities.  

(Id. at 379:5-14.)  In “phase two,” OCFS planned to hire approximately 420 additional staff 
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across the Non-DOJ Facilities.  (Id.)  The State Legislature appropriated $18 million during the 

April 1, 2010 to March 31, 2011 fiscal year (“Fiscal Year 2011”) for phase one of the rollout, 

and $44 million for the 2012 fiscal year (April 1, 2011 to March 31, 2012) to support phase two.  

(Tr. at 379:1-14.)   

Appropriations by the Legislature make funds available for expenditures by the 

Executive, but whether there will be an actual expenditure depends on the cash management 

practices of the State Division of Budget.  The $18 million appropriation to cover new hiring at 

the DOJ Facilities during Fiscal Year 2011 assumed that every new hire would be on OCFS’s 

payroll at the April 1, 2010 start of that fiscal year.  (Tr. at 383:8-22.)  In fact, however, the 

hiring process was just beginning in April, 2010.  The Department of Civil Service had to 

approve the new positions and then post job listings; applicants had to be interviewed; and hiring 

decisions had to be made before training of the new hires could take place.  (See id.)  As a result 

of this lengthy process, OCFS has not yet consumed the full appropriation for phase one of the 

CPM rollout. 

At the start of the current fiscal year, the new staff hired for the four DOJ Facilities were 

on board so that the prior year’s expenditures for that staff (approximately $7.8 million) would 

have to be doubled to cover the current fiscal year.  (Id. at 380:12-382:24.)  The State Division of 

Budget allocated approximately $20 million from the $44 million appropriation for phase two of 

the CPM rollout.  (Id. at 382:7-9.)  As the full year salary costs for the newly hired staff is $15 

million, OCFS had only $5 million to hire new staff for phase two of the rollout.  (Id. at 382:24-

383:2.)  In the current fiscal year, however, OCFS facility closures have impeded these hiring 

plans.  Holdzclaw testified that when OCFS closes a facility, the Department of Civil Service 
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will not allow the agency to hire new staff  until the surplus employees are redeployed to other 

OCFS facilities.  (See id. at 384:19-385:4.)  

At present, Highland is the next facility scheduled to receive training on the CPM 

beginning in late March or early April 2012.  (Id. at 306:15-25.)  Associate Commissioner 

Nieves testified that this training will take approximately three to four months given the size of 

the facility and staffing considerations.  (Id. at 307:1-3.)   

3. Ban on Prone Restraints 

Although Commissioner Carrión testified that OCFS is now moving away from prone  

restraints in favor of supine restraints where necessary, she stated that there may still be 

circumstances where a prone restraint would be the appropriate response in a given situation.24  

(Id. at 199:4-12.)  Commissioner Carrión emphasized, however, that because both prone and 

supine restraints present risks of injury to the youth and staff, the CPM calls for “a graduated 

response so that you do seated, you do escort, you do everything that you can to avoid having to 

essentially take a young person down [to the floor].”25  (Id. at 198:16-22, 200:9-12.)   

 Moreover, Commissioner Carrión explained that given the number of facilities and the 

need to train staff on alternative techniques, any ban on prone restraints in OCFS facilities must 

be gradual.  As she testified:   

The system is too large.  There are too many facilities.  I couldn’t do it overnight.  
This is about phasing it in.  It’s where we are going to go, but I couldn’t do a hard 
stop and say tomorrow, unless that tomorrow is 2 years down the line as we 
transition, because it takes a lot of work to be able to get a facility ready to change 
its approach . . . .  It requires really a lot of training, a lot of coaching, and it 

                                                 
24 Associate Commissioner Nieves explained that a supine restraint may be inappropriate for young females in 
OCFS custody who had been sexually abused because the supine restraint “is a very invasive restraint” and has “a 
lot of face-to-face contact.”  (Tr. at 275:16-20.) 
25 Commissioner Carrión conceded that, based on the PI Plaintiffs’ testimony, this graduated response was not 
followed in the cases of N.P., L.B., and B.B.  (Tr. at 200:13-16.)  As noted, she testified that progress towards 
compliance with the Settlement Agreement has been “incremental” rather than “dramatic.”  (Id. at 224:16.)  PI 
Plaintiffs were not testifying about conditions at DOJ facilities, however. 
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would require us to hire a lot more people, which is part of the plan, but it has to 
be transitioned in.   

 
(Id. at 253:22-254:7.)  Associate Commissioner Nieves echoed these concerns, and testified that 

unless staff are first trained on alternative restraint techniques, an abrupt ban on prone restraints 

in the Non-DOJ Facilities would lead to “a chaotic environment” because “[y]ou will not be able 

to protect kids from kids, kids from staff, and staff from kids.”  (Id. at 308:22-309:3.)  She 

testified that this scenario would result in “more calls to local law enforcement, [and] you can’t 

control them when they come into your facility.  They will use whatever measures they can use 

to bring the situation under control.”  (Id. at 309:4-7.) 

DISCUSSION 

A. Preliminary Injunction Standard 

To obtain a preliminary injunction, a movant must establish: (1) the likelihood of 

irreparable harm, and (2) either (a) a likelihood of success on the merits, or (b) sufficiently 

serious questions regarding the merits of the claim to make them a fair ground for litigation, with 

the balance of hardships tipping decidedly in the plaintiff’s favor.  Louis Vuitton Malletier v. 

Burlington Coat Factory, 426 F.3d 532, 537 (2d Cir. 2005) (citation omitted).  Where plaintiffs 

allege deprivation of a constitutional right, no showing of irreparable harm is necessary.  See 

Lynch v. City of New York, 589 F.3d 94, 99 (2d Cir. 2009) (citing Covino v. Patrissi, 967 F.2d 

73, 77 (2d Cir. 1992)). Where the injunction will alter the status quo, rather than merely maintain 

it, however, the party seeking an injunction must meet a higher standard and show a “clear” or 

“substantial likelihood of success on the merits.  Tom Doherty Assoc., Inc. v. Saban Enter., Inc., 

60 F.3d 27, 34 (2d Cir. 1995).   

Preliminary injunctive relief affecting prison conditions must also satisfy the standards of 

the Prison Litigation Reform Act (“PLRA”), which provides in part that “[p]reliminary 
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injunctive relief must be narrowly drawn, extend no further than necessary to correct the harm 

the court finds requires preliminary relief, and be the least intrusive means necessary to correct 

that harm.”  18 U.S.C. § 3626(a)(2).  The PLRA also requires a court to give “substantial weight 

to any adverse impact on public safety or the operation of the criminal justice system caused by 

the preliminary relief . . . .”  Id.  Although the statute does not alter the standards for granting 

injunctive relief, the PLRA “affects the scope of the equitable relief a court may order once that 

court determines that an injunction should issue.”  Dodge v. County of Orange, 282 F. Supp. 2d 

41, 86 (S.D.N.Y. 2003).  

B. Irreparable Harm 

As Plaintiffs allege that Defendants violated their constitutional rights under the 

Fourteenth Amendment, the requirement for irreparable harm is satisfied here.  DOJ also stated 

at the outset of its Findings Letter that it was conducting its investigation pursuant to its authority 

“to enforce the constitutional rights . . . of juveniles in juvenile justice facilities.”  (Roffi Decl., 

Ex. 1, at 4.)  As discussed, DOJ concluded that OCFS failed to protect youth in its custody from 

unnecessary restraint and the use of excessive force.  (See id. at 5; see also discussion, supra, at 

3-6.)  The Settlement Agreement reiterated DOJ’s finding that “certain conditions at the 

Facilities violated the constitutional rights of juveniles committed to the Facilities.”  (Roffi Decl., 

Ex. 3, Attachment, ¶5.)  The State has never challenged DOJ’s findings and does not do so here.  

Indeed, Commissioner Carrión does not challenge the testimony of the five youths who claimed 

injury due to the use of excessive force.  Accordingly, Plaintiffs satisfy this first prong of the 

standard for a preliminary injunction. 
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C. Likelihood of Success 

To establish liability under § 1983, a plaintiff must show that (1) the defendant acted 

under color of state law; and (2) the defendant’s actions deprived plaintiff of rights, privileges, or 

immunities guaranteed by the Constitution.  Washington v. County of Rockland, 373 F.3d 310, 

315 (2d Cir. 2004).  “If a defendant’s conduct satisfies the state action requirement under the 

Fourteenth Amendment, then that conduct also constitutes action ‘under color of’ state law for 

purposes of § 1983.”  Tancredi v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 378 F.3d 220, 229 (2d Cir. 2004).  

To constitute state action, “the deprivation must be caused by the exercise of some right or 

privilege created by the State . . . or by a person for whom the State is responsible . . . .”  West v. 

Atkins, 487 U.S. 42, 49 (1988) (internal quotation omitted).  “State employment is generally 

sufficient to render the defendant a state actor.”  Id.   

State defendants may be liable under § 1983 when execution of a state policy or custom 

results in the violation of a plaintiff’s constitutional rights.  Monell v. Dep’t of Social Servs. of 

the City of New York, 436 U.S. 658, 694 (1978); see also id. at 690 n.55 (clarifying that official 

capacity suits against public servants are treated as suits against the governmental entity).  Where 

a defendant in a § 1983 action acts in a supervisory capacity, however, a plaintiff must “(1) 

establish state defendants’ duty to act by proving they should have known their inadequate 

supervision was so likely to result in the alleged deprivations so as constitute deliberate 

indifference under Walker v. City of New York, 974 F.2d 293 (2d Cir. 1992)26; (2) identify 

obvious and severe deficiencies in the state defendants’ supervision that reflect a purposeful 

                                                 
26 In Walker, the Second Circuit set forth the three circumstances under which a supervisor’s failure to act 
constitutes “deliberate indifference” that will trigger liability under § 1983.  First, a plaintiff must show “that a 
policymaker knows ‘to a moral certainty’ that her employees will confront a given situation.”  974 F.2d at 297.  
Second, the plaintiff must show “that the situation either presents the employee with a difficult choice of the sort 
that training or supervision will make less difficult or that there is a history of employees mishandling the situation.”  
Id.  The court noted that a choice might be difficult “where, although the proper course is clear, the employee has 
powerful incentives to make the wrong choice.”  Id.  Finally, the plaintiff must show “that the wrong choice by the 
city employee will frequently cause the deprivation of a citizen’s constitutional rights.”  Id. at 298 (citation omitted.) 
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rather than negligent course of action; and (3) show a causal relationship between the failure to 

supervise and the alleged deprivations to plaintiffs.”  Reynolds v. Giuliani, 506 F.3d 183, 

193 (2d Cir. 2007).  Liability will lie “[i]f a supervisor’s steps are proven so meaningless or 

blatantly inadequate to the task that he may be said to be deliberately indifferent notwithstanding 

his nominal supervisory efforts.”  Id. at 196. 

1. Applicable Fourteenth Amendment Standard 

Plaintiffs are being held in non-criminal custody as juveniles.  See N.Y. Fam. Ct. Act § 

380.1(1) (“No adjudication under this article may be denominated a conviction and no person 

adjudicated a juvenile delinquent shall be denominated a criminal by reason of such 

adjudication.”)  Accordingly, the Court will analyze their excessive force claims under the Due 

Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.27  Jackson v. Johnson, 118 F. Supp. 2d 278, 287 

(N.D.N.Y. 2000) (applying Fourtenth Amendment standard to constitutional claims of excessive 

force in juvenile detention facilities).  

The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment provides that “[n]o State shall . . . 

deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.”  U.S. Const. Amend. 

XIV.  The Fourteenth Amendment’s due process of law guarantee includes a substantive 

component, “which forbids the government to infringe on certain ‘fundamental’ liberty interests 

at all, no matter what process is provided, unless the infringement is narrowly tailored to serve a 

compelling state interest.”  Reno v. Flores, 507 U.S. 292, 301-302 (1993) (citing cases).  A 

substantive due process claim has two elements:  “(1) identification of the constitutional right at 

stake, and (2) consideration of whether the state action was arbitrary in a constitutional sense.”   

                                                 
27 The Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment “applies only after the State has complied 
with the constitutional guarantees traditionally associated with criminal prosecutions . . . .  [T]he State does not 
acquire the power to punish with which the Eighth Amendment is concerned until after it has secured a formal 
adjudication of guilt in accordance with due process of law.”  DeShaney  v. Winnebago Cty. Dep’t of Social Servs., 
489 U.S. 189, 199 n.6 (1989) (internal quotation omitted). 
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Bryant v. City of New York, No. 99 Civ. 11237 (LMM), 2003 WL 22861926, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. 

Dec. 2, 2003) (citing Lowrance v. Achtyl, 20 F.3d 529, 537 (2d Cir. 1994)).   

“Freedom from bodily restraint has always been at the core of the liberty protected by the 

Due Process Clause from arbitrary governmental action.”  Foucha v. Louisiana, 504 U.S. 71, 80 

(1992); see also Youngberg v. Romeo, 457 U.S. 307, 316 (1982) (liberty interest in remaining 

free from arbitrary bodily restraint “must also survive involuntary commitment”).  In analyzing 

an excessive force claim under the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court must apply the test set 

forth in Hudson v. McMillian, 503 U.S. 1, 6-7 (1992).  See United States v. Walsh, 194 F.3d 37, 

48 (2d Cir. 1999) (stating that Hudson analysis “is applicable to excessive force claims brought 

under the Fourteenth Amendment”).  Hudson mandates that the “core judicial inquiry” in 

evaluating excessive force claims is “whether force was applied in a good-faith effort to maintain 

or restore discipline, or maliciously or sadistically to cause harm.”  503 U.S. at 7. 

2. Supervisory Liability  

As an initial matter, Plaintiffs’ argument that Commissioner Carrión is liable in her 

supervisory capacity is rejected.  The facts adduced at the hearing fall well short of meeting the 

standards for supervisory liability under Walker, 974 F.2d 293, and Reynolds, 506 F.3d 183.  As 

noted, Commissioner Carrión does not dispute that Plaintiffs’ injuries resulted from unlawful 

restraints in OCFS facilities and that they reveal a system in urgent need of reform.  From the 

date of her appointment in 2007, Commissioner Carrión soon determined that change was 

imperative.  When she toured OCFS facilities shortly after her appointment in 2007, 

Commissioner Carrión observed that the facilities “looked like prisons” and resembled “a 

punitive environment, very regimented.”  She noticed “rug burns” on residents and learned that 

they had been subjected to restraints.  (Id. at 189:25-190:17.)  Commissioner Carrión set out to 
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transform OCFS and address these longstanding abuses in OCFS facilities.  To that end, she 

authorized and implemented the 2007 Policy to limit physical restraints.  The Commissioner 

secured funding to hire additional staff in order to alleviate fatigue in the system.  She had 

cameras installed in OCFS facilities to document restraints and implemented a data system to 

track incidents of restraints.  Commissioner Carrión welcomed DOJ’s investigation and 

cooperated fully with it.  In 2009, she “embraced” DOJ’s findings and conceded that it described 

conditions that “should not be considered limited to the four facilities identified in the report, but 

are systemic of all facilities.”  (Roffi Decl. Ex. 4, at 1.)  The Commissioner entered into a 

settlement agreement in which she committed her agency to remedying the practices which cause 

harm to youth in OCFS custody.  In order to implement the Settlement Agreement and provide 

the necessary training for OCFS staff, Commissioner Carrión negotiated with unions 

representing staff at OCFS facilities, as well as with members of the State Legislature, and 

secured necessary approvals by the Governor’s Office and Division of the Budget.  Indeed, DOJ 

stated unequivocally in its Findings Letter that “[w]e have every reason to believe that OCFS and 

facility administrators are committed to remedying deficiencies at the facilities.”  (Roffi Decl., 

Ex. 1, at 2.)  Through the CPM, she improved the 2007 Policy by eliminating physical restraints 

to maintain discipline and sharply restricted the authorization for prone restraints.  Commissioner 

Carrión intends to implement the Settlement Agreement at all OCFS facilities and conceded that, 

“[b]ased on the testimony of the young people” presented at the December 15, 2011 hearing, 

many of the situations described in the DOJ Findings Letter remain problems today.  (Tr. at 

201:13-203:6.)  The Commissioner has also pursued employee discipline against staff whose 

violations of OCFS’s restraint policy resulted in injury to a resident.  There is nothing in the 

record to suggest that Commissioner Carrión has been “indifferent” to the serious problems 
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facing her agency and the rights of youth entrusted to her care.  See Reynolds, 506 F.3d at 197 

(reversing injunction against state defendants where the defendants took “affirmative supervisory 

steps” in reforming public assistance programs and where plaintiffs were unable “to show 

defendants were deliberately indifferent to their needs”). 

The parties, and this Court, agree that these violations of the OCFS policy on physical 

restraints cannot continue.28  These abuses must be stopped, but the preliminary injunction that 

Plaintiffs seek fails to address the constitutional injuries which Plaintiffs have suffered.   

3. Requested Relief 

   Plaintiffs ask this Court to preliminarily enjoin the use of all physical restraints in all 

OCFS facilities “unless pro-active, non-physical behavior management techniques have been 

attempted and have failed, and (a) there has been a showing of imminent harm to self or others, 

or (b) an imminent attempt to escape . . . .”  (Order to Show Cause, at 1-2.)  Plaintiffs also 

request that the Court enjoin all use of prone restraints throughout the OCFS system.  (Id. at 2.)  

Lastly, Plaintiffs request “immediate notification” of physical restraints in all OCFS facilities, 

along with records related to those restraints.  (Id.)   

This injunction is inappropriate for the following reasons.  First, with the exception of the 

proposed ban on prone restraints, the proposed injunction mirrors the narrow restrictions on 

physical restraints which are already set forth in the CPM.  That policy will remedy Plaintiffs’ 

injuries, but only when combined with the training and staffing needed to implement it.  The 

injunction Plaintiffs seek, however, will do little, if anything, to remedy Plaintiffs’ harm.  

Second, notwithstanding Plaintiffs’ allegations of excessive force, the Constitution does not 

prohibit all prone restraints when used in good faith.  Plaintiffs’ preliminary injunction is 

                                                 
28 As noted, the Court does not decide the constitutional issues presented in Plaintiffs’ underlying § 1983 claims 
against the individual defendants at this time.  See n.14, supra.   
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therefore not narrowly drawn to warrant the relief requested.  Third, as some facilities are 

already subject to the DOJ Settlement Agreement enforceable in the Northern District of New 

York, an injunction from this Court would subject OCFS to inconsistent directives.  Lastly, 

Plaintiffs’ request to receive immediate notice whenever OCFS staff administer physical 

restraints is unduly burdensome and would do little to prevent further harm to Plaintiffs. 

(a) The requested injunction would duplicate existing OCFS policy without remedying 

the harm 

It is not disputed that OCFS staff used force as a form of punishment in violation of both  

OCFS policy and federal law.  Plaintiffs argue, however, that an injunction is necessary to give 

Commissioner Carrión a “mandate” to “help her take the first step [toward] affirmatively 

changing the permitted behavior.”  (Pls’ Post-Hearing Mem. at 10.)  The Commissioner needs no 

such mandate, as she has already taken several significant steps to reform the culture of her 

agency.  The injunction the PI Plaintiffs seek, therefore, directs that OCFS do what it has already 

stated it would do, and is in fact doing. 

Subsequent to the Settlement Agreement in 2010, OCFS adopted the CPM which 

eliminates the authorization to use force for maintaining order and discipline.  OCFS made this 

change pursuant to its own policy choices, but with the consent of DOJ.  The CPM also bans 

prone restraints as authorized under the 2007 Policy and instead allows supine restraints, with a 

brief transitional hold where necessary.  Clearly the CPM reduces the circumstances in which 

staff may use physical restraints and confines prone restraints to a limited scenario.  Neither of 

these revisions was required by the Settlement Agreement, and the CPM is clearly a step in the 

right direction.  Plaintiffs should not be allowed to compel behavior which OCFS, in its own 
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discretion, has already adopted.29  Indeed, OCFS has already implemented the revised policy on 

use of physical restraints at the four DOJ Facilities and another facility in Brooklyn.  It is in the 

process of training staff on the new policy at its other facilities.  Commissioner Carrión testified 

that she has secured the budgeting resources needed to hire and train staff.  The State is entitled 

to some deference on the implementation of its new policy.  See Bell, 441 U.S. 520, 547 (1979) 

(“Prison administrators . . . should be accorded wide-ranging deference in the adoption and 

execution of policies and practices that in their judgment are needed to preserve internal order 

and discipline and to maintain institutional security.”).   

Moreover, the Court agrees that the PI Plaintiffs’ primary grievance “is not OCFS’s 

Restraint Policy per se, but alleged staff use of force that either has nothing to do with OCFS’s 

Restraint policy (2007 or [the CPM]) or is not authorized by that policy.”  (Def’s Mem. in Opp. 

at 20.)  Defendants did not cross-examine any of the PI Plaintiffs.  Their testimony stands 

uncontroverted that they were the victims of excessive force.  The safety of these youths was not 

at issue, none were trying to escape, and there was no real threat to discipline or safety.  Staff 

resorted to force without any attempt to deescalate.  This is a clear violation of both the 2007 

Policy and the CPM.  Imposing a new policy with slight changes in language is not the answer, 

however, and any policy change the Court imposes could not be implemented without the same 

training that OCFS is now conducting.  As Commissioner Carrión and Associate Commissioner 

Nieves both testified, implementing the CPM before staff are properly trained on the new policy 

would only aggravate the current situation and potentially result in more injuries to both youth 

                                                 
29 Paul DeMuro, Plaintiffs’ expert on juvenile justice and detention policies and practices, concludes that “[t]here are 
only two instances in which it is justifiable to use force to restrain a youth physically in a juvenile justice 
institution”: to prevent escape and when there is “a clear and imminent risk” that a youth is about to cause physical 
harm to himself or others.  (Declaration of Paul DeMuro (“DeMuro Decl.”), at ¶ 4).  OCFS does not dispute this 
conclusion, as the CPM restricts use of physical restraints to those very same circumstances. 
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and staff.  (Tr. at 253:22-254:7, 308:22-309:7; see also discussion supra at 20.)  Accordingly, the 

injunction Plaintiffs seek will not remedy the injuries being suffered. 

(b) Prone Restraints are not Per Se Unconstitutional  

Notwithstanding the safety concerns surrounding prone restraints, neither the 

Constitution nor the PLRA support a broad injunction to prohibit all prone restraints in OCFS 

facilities.30  As the Supreme Court stated in Hudson, the constitutional protections against 

wanton and excessive force do not prevent prison officials from using force in good-faith “to 

keep order.”  503 U.S. at 6.  “Whether the prison disturbance is a riot or a lesser disruption, 

corrections officers must balance the need ‘to maintain or restore discipline’ through force 

against the risk of injury to inmates.”  Id.  The need for prison officials to act quickly and 

decisively “implicate[s] the principle that ‘[p]rison administrators . . . should be accorded wide-

ranging deference in the adoption and execution of policies and practices that in their judgment 

are needed to preserve internal order and discipline and to maintain institutional security.’”  Id. at 

6 (quoting Whitley v. Albers, 475 U.S. 312, 321-22 (1986)) (second alteration in original).   

DeMuro concludes that OCFS should ban the use of prone restraints because of the 

heightened dangers associated with that technique.  (DeMuro Decl. ¶¶ 13-14.)  Again, OCFS, at 

least in part, recognizes these dangers and the CPM, once implemented, will end use of prone 

restraints as authorized by the 2007 Policy.  The Court cannot say, however, that all prone 

restraints violate the Due Process Clause’s prohibition against “arbitrary” restraint.   See 

Youngberg, 457 U.S. at 316; see also Wilkins v. Gaddy, 130 S.Ct. 1135, 1178 (2010) (per 

curiam) (reaffirming the “core judicial inquiry” set forth in Hudson).  The DOJ’s Findings Letter 

and the Settlement Agreement recognize “that certain conditions at the Facilities violated” the 

                                                 
30 Indeed, in its Order Entering Settlement Agreement, the district court concluded that “the Settlement Agreement 
satisfies all of the requirements of the [PLRA]” and that it was “narrowly drawn and extends no further than 
necessary” to remedy the conditions in OCFS facilities.  (Roffi Decl., Ex. 2.) 
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youth’s constitutional rights, but the Settlement Agreement does not require that OCFS ban all 

prone restraints.  (See Roffi Decl., Ex. 3, Attachment, ¶¶ 5, 41.)  Indeed it allowed OCFS to 

continue the practice, but required only that OCFS modify its procedures governing prone 

restraints.  (See id. ¶ 41.)  Plaintiffs have not cited and this Court is not aware of any case law 

suggesting that prone restraints, when executed in good faith, are a per se unlawful tactic.   

(c) Interference with the DOJ Settlement Agreement 

With respect to the DOJ Facilities, the Court has no basis to interfere with the Settlement 

Agreement or its implementation.  That Agreement is enforceable in the Northern District of 

New York.  DOJ is expert in the area of juvenile detention facilities and OCFS still has time to 

comply with the terms of that Agreement.  Since the Court will not intervene in the pending 

proceedings in the Northern District, it would be imprudent for this Court to impose a policy 

different from the policy being implemented in the DOJ Facilities.  That would result in two 

different policies, supervised by different courts.  Cf. United States v. Int’l Bhd. of Teamsters, 

907 F.2d 277, 280-81 (2d Cir. 1990) (affirming injunction barring collateral lawsuits by non-

parties to consent decree in any other forum where such actions posed significant risk of 

subjecting consent decree to inconsistent interpretations).   

As the Finger Lakes Monitoring Report makes clear, OCFS needs to “stabilize the 

situation” in its facilities before a peaceful institutional culture can take hold.  (See Finger Lakes 

Monitoring Report, at 6.)  Adding an injunction to the existing Settlement Agreement, so that 

there might be different behaviors depending on which court has jurisdiction, is a recipe for 

disaster.  It is far better to have one policy, uniformly interpreted and applied.  OCFS is required 

to implement change at four facilities, and it has stated that it intends to implement those 

approved changes at the balance of its facilities. 
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  The PI Plaintiffs’ final request for “immediate notification” of physical restraints in all 

OCFS facilities, along with records related to those restraints, (see Order to Show Cause, at 2), 

imposes an unnecessary administrative burden, is not narrowly drawn, and is remote, at best, 

from addressing the need to reform the practices which are at the heart of this dispute.  

Furthermore, Plaintiffs will have access to all of these materials in the context of their pending 

litigation. 

 There is one argument of Defendant which the Court must address:  a change in OCFS 

policies and re-training on alternative restraint techniques would “entail substantial fiscal costs.”  

According to this argument, Plaintiffs’ requested injunction would somehow violate the PLRA’s 

proscription that courts may not exercise their remedial powers “to order the construction of 

prisons or the raising of taxes . . . .”  (Def’s Post-Hearing Mem. at 22 (quoting 18 U.S.C. § 

3626(a)(1)(C)).  This argument is entirely misplaced.  Commissioner Carrión testified that 

legislative appropriations are already in place to implement her reforms.  It is also clear that she 

has not expended all of the funds that have been appropriated.  There is no suggestion that any 

special taxes will be needed to cover these costs.   

To summarize, the Court has determined that the relief Plaintiffs seek does not address 

the injury they are suffering, and the requested injunction is therefore not appropriate.  

Furthermore, there is no basis for enjoining Commissioner Carrión for any deficiencies as a 

supervisor.  Her conduct demonstrates that she is aware of the inappropriate uses of force, has 

agreed to remediate them, and is taking reasonable steps to bring her agency into compliance 

with constitutional requirements.  As proof of her intention, she testified that she had secured the 

budgeting resources for the necessary hiring and training.  At this stage, her conduct as a 

supervisor entitles her to judicial deference.  But that deference is contingent upon her 
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